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MG Tempel sends:  Throughout my career I've met many wonderful people whom I admire, 
not because they are like me or share the same belief system, but because we share a common 
ethos of dignity and respect for one another. 

 I am truly inspired that our Surgeon General, Lt. Gen. Nadja West, has made dignity and 
respect an area of emphasis in our Army Medicine ethos and culture.  Dignity and respect are 
behaviors and beliefs that, when practiced and exhibited every day, inevitably create trusted 
relationships upon which to build the expeditionary, globally integrated medical force that is our 
Army Medicine vision.   

When I arrived here as commanding general, I established relationship-building as a 
priority.  Of course, dignity and respect are the pillars of building trusted relationships; to have 
such creates an environment of positive mutual regard.  Improving the workplace environment, 
improving staff relationships and teambuilding must start with these two vital concepts and it must 
be practiced on a consistent basis to become an emotional competency.  

I've witnessed great relationship building in just the short time that I've been commanding 
general here -- within our region, with our higher headquarters and with the commands we 
support.  But there is always room for improvement and I am excited to be a part of the vision to 
develop stronger bonds with one another through dignity and respect.   

Retired Maj. Gen. James Collins, former I Corps deputy commander and civilian aide to 
the Secretary of the Army for Washington recently commented that: "The key to relationships is 
trust, and the key to trust is communication. The thing that breaks trust is surprises."  

As an Army and a nation, treating one another with dignity and respect should be 
instinctive.  However, we just have to listen to the news on any given day to know that we are still a 
long way from achieving that state of mind and we are constantly "surprised" by the absence of 
dignity and respect among us.  When the expectation of dignity and respect is violated, it creates 
an environment of distrust, miscommunication and broken relationships.  There is a saying by an 
anonymous author that goes: "Live in the world as it should be, in hopes of what it can be."  
Dignity and respect should not be an end state, but the very spirit of what makes us Americans. 

I am honored to be a part of the team of amazing professionals working within Regional 
Health Command -Central. We are a large organization of individuals, each with a set of unique 
characteristics that makes up a team - a family - of great professionals. Each person within RHC-C 
is a valuable member of the RHC-C family and critical to our mission of providing safe, high-
quality, accessible, patient-centered healthcare and services to improve readiness, promote 
resiliency and advance wellness with those entrusted to our care.  As we work together, side by 
side, please help me create an environment of positive mutual regard, interacting with dignity and 
respect -- always!  One team...One Purpose...Conserving the Fighting Strength! 
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Internal Stories 
NTC, WACH rehearse MEDEVAC of Military Working Dog 
https://www.army.mil/article/172530/ 

 

Internal Stories 
Happy birthday Chaplain Corps!  
https://www.army.mil/article/172566/ 

CRDAMC celebrates Army Chaplain Corps birthday 
https://www.army.mil/article/172593/ 

Francis New Command Sergeant Major for CRDAMC Troop Command 
https://www.army.mil/article/172602/ 

Behavioral health summer camp keeps children on track 
https://www.army.mil/article/172689/ 

Regional Health Command - Central employees presented MEDCOM Facility Awards 
https://www.army.mil/article/172676/ 

External News Stories 
Air Force Academy cadets never have a chance, leave feeling defeated 
http://www.csindy.com/coloradosprings/some-air-force-academy-cadets-never-have-a-chance-and-
they-leave-feeling-defeated/Content?oid=3943089 

 

Internal Stories 
Soldier, survivor urges others to help  
https://www.army.mil/article/172666/ 

External News Stories 
Fort Hood Herald, 3 Aug: Sarge's Corner: Health care for military could be big issue 
http://kdhnews.com/fort_hood_herald/opinion/sarges_corner/sarge-s-corner-health-care-for-
military-could-be-big/article_fc40d794-5992-11e6-b9e7-bf518bd76936.html   

 

Internal Stories 
Evans Army Community Hospital lactation team promotes breastfeeding, seeks Baby Friendly 
Hospital  
https://www.army.mil/article/172690/ 
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External News Stories 
Caring for Troops 
http://www.csindy.com/coloradosprings/caring-for-the-troops/Content?oid=3943100 
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